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ÄBSTRACT

A proton magnetic resonance study was carried out on

ttre hindered rotation of the dichloromethyl group in crc 121416-

pentachlorotoluene. 1\¡¡o solvents, toluene-d, and nethylcyclo-

hexane, v¡ere used. Rate constants were determined by fitting

experÍmental spectra, obtained over a tem¡rerature range of

-20o to 7OoC, to computer-calculated spectra using linervidth

measurements. An effectÍve transverse relaxation time rqas

estimated frorn the tinewídth of a reLated compound present

as an impurity and the variation in relative shift with

temperature in the toluene-dg solution was accounted for by

an extrapolation from lower temperatures.

The activation parameters for the process srere calculated

from Arrhenius-type plots an<l from absolute reaction rate theory-

Values for the enthalpy of activation were 14.6 t 1.3 and 13.7

! 2.2 kcal/mole for the toluene-d' and methylcyclohexane solu-

tions respectively" The corresponding values for the free

energy of activation were L .g t O.t at 3O.3oC and I5.O t 0.2

kcal/mole at 30.7oC. Both statistical and systematic error

linits were estimated (the larger systematic ones are quoted

above). The mechanism for the rate process h¡as discussed in

tJle Iíght of the experimental evidence and an attempt was also

made to account for the magnitudes of the activation pararneters.
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Introduction
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Nuclear magnetic resonance (NI{R) is a useful tool for

ttre study of such rate processes as proton exchange, confor-

mational equilibria and hindered internal rotation. rf the

rate constants for these processes are comparable in magni-

tud.e to the total spread of the NMR spectra (10-1 to 1o5 s..-I)

profound changes in the shape of the sigrnals may result from

changes in the rate. This line-shape change is the criterion

for the study of rate processes. There are several good reviews

which cover most aspects of this field in some detail (1-4).

Take as an example the case of t\,Jo uncolrpled nucleÍ ín

different. environments. Assume that because of some rate pro-

cess the nUclei areo exch¿¡nging sites" If the rate of exchange

:s vc:1' slov.' (Lhc l-ifet::ncrt, cf : nusleus 3t 3 par+-:c';l:: ci+-e

Ís long), each nucleus will precess at its own particular Larmor

frequency and so two sharp lîesonance signals separated by a

characteristic chemical shift difference, ôvARr will be observed.

As the lifetime becomes shorter tÌ:e resonance peaks will broaden

a,? a consequence of the uncertainty principle. The broadening

Iimit is reached when the lífetime is comparable to the chemical

shift difference between the two sites, at whict¡ point tÌ¡e ttno

peaks coalesce. A further increase in the exchange rate is indi-

cated by a progressive narrowing of tl¡e single peak. Each nucleus

no longer has time to change phase at random between successive

exchanges and thus only an average magnetic field acts on each

nucleus. The limit of this line narrowing is determined by the

magnetic field homogeneity of the spectrometer.
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A great many rate studies have been carried out using NMR.

Unfortunatety the quantitative results which rvere obtained ín

tl-e past were noÈ very reliable even though many workers claimed

optimistic error limíts. The numerous conflicting results obtained

for cyclohexane ring inversion and the hindered internal rota-

tion in amides (4) confirm the preceding statement. lwo main

origins of the difficulties in obtaining reliable quantitative re-

sults are:

l. Dynamic parameters are very susceptible to spurious effects

such as field inhomogeneities or saturation.

2. The theoretical treatment of the experimental d.ata has

rn m€rny cases been inadequate, mainly because .epproxímate

formulae were applied instead of the more complicated

complete line-shape theory.

In the subsequent discussion the main points of relaxation

and tl¡e Bloch equations wil"I be briefly reviewed since they form

the basis for the early, classical line-shape theories. The

q.uantum mechanical approach based on density matrices will then

be discussed somelñ¡hat more fully. The nethods for extracting

activation parameters from the data will be mentioned and finally

the various sources of error involved in the procedure will be

reviewed.
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Theoretical Discussion



A. Relaxation and the Bloch Equàtions

Consider a nucleus of spin I and magnetic moment .U.: YIt

where Y is the magnetogiluric ratio, sulcjected Ëo a steady magnetic

field % in tlre Z-direction. Classically u precesses about $
with angular frequency Jgo= y$o, where the vector oo is in the

negative z-direction (assr:rnÍng y') O ). This angular frequency

ís called the Larmor frequency. For an assembly of nuclei the

individual moments add to give a total magnetization [r but since

theÍr phases are randomly oriented, only the Z-component, which

is denoted by ¡{O, wíll be non-zero.

Now if a radiofrequency fietd $f,r rotating in the x-y plane

at angular frequency g in the same direction .s % , is applied,

the individuai noments will precess in phase and the x and y-compo-

nents of M wil.l no longer be zero. This perturbation also causes

(for spín l,/2 nuclei) the individual z-components of the moments

to invert thus tending to equalize the population difference of

ttre two energ:y levels

The classical expression:

dM
f =Y(MxH)clt

describes the effect of the total field on the magnetization vectors.

The component equations of (2-L) referred to a reference frame rotat-

ing at angular frequency û) about the z-axis can be shown to be (5)

du
æ = 1o -trro) v

dv
dt = - (ll)o- üJ) u

drq-
# = -YHtv

* YHrM'Lz (2-2 I



where u and v are' the x and y-components of

reference frame.
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in the rotating

The total magnetization is further influenced by two relaxa-

tion processesc The first of these, spin-lattice or longitudinal

relaxation, causes M= to decay to its equilibrium value Mo wittr

a characteristic time T1. The second process, spin-spin or trans-

verse relaxation, causes u and v to decay to zeroì that isr it

tends to make ttre individual moments lose their phase coherence

in a characteristíc time Tr. More complete discussíons of the

mechanism for relaxation may be found in various sources (3 16 17) .

Equations (2'2) axe modifi-ed by relaxation terms to yield

I'4

duu
-- = lr,r -r,rì -- :X-ctc '-o *'v T2

dv
æ =-(oo-rrr )u + 

rHrtrl , -#, (2-3)

# = -y l{rv - (Mr:xd

The above equations are known as the Bloch equations (8) and a

fairly detaited derivation of them together with their steady-

state solutions may be found in reference (5).

NMR spectrometers are built in such a way as to detect changes

the x-y magnetÍzation which may be written in complex form

G=u*iv (2-41

The in-phase component, ur corresponds to the dispersÍon mode

and the out-of-phase component, v, corresponds to the absorption

mod.e. It can be shown classically (3) that the power absorbed

1n

as
r;,Y,



(assuming no saturation) is

2
oYH, ['t TLo2

lrf =
L+12 ( '2

2 'uo- ul
(2-s',

This expression resembles tÏre famítiar Lorentz line-shape

equation (5). From equation (2'5) is easily derived the

formula for the linewidth at half-height of a resonance peak.

It is

Àtrl L 2

î = F^ (in radiansr/sec)
¿

¡U 1-.1 :
i = fr*, (in H") ,,, (2-6)

where Áv- is the línewidth at hatf*height (in H").
I
z



B. Rate Processes

1. Early Line-Shape Theories

All the early classical line-shape theories were based on

the Bloc.h equations. The first treatment of the two-site exchange

problem \¡¡as undertaken by Gutowsky, McCaII and Slichter (9) and

was_ later elaborated on by Gutowsky and Saika (10) and Gutov¡sky

and HoIm (1f). The last paper contains ti¡e rnost widely used

equations and, approximations, but the general theory used is usually

referred to as the GMS theory. Essentially in all treatments

the Bloch equations were modified to take into account the ex-

change effects and vtere then solved directly.

A simpler treatment rvas worked out b], McConne1l (12) who genep

a-tl.zect E"ne ¡1roÇn ecl-itacJ-ons orreciiy i'o i¡rciuciè excìrturge eÍicuLsn

In this way the previous, involved <lerivations were reduced to

simple algebraic operations, and furtherm6re the Lreatment of

saturation effects could be incorporated.

Generally the complete line-shape expressions derived from

the GMS theory are not used directly, since various approximate

formulae have been deduced from them ín order to calcul-ate rate

constants. These apProximations include the following:

I. change in peak separation in the slow exchanqe region

below coalescence (11).

2. Measurement of the intensity ratio betv¡een the two

maxima and central minimum of the spectrum below

coalescence (13).
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3. Measurement of line broadening in the slow exchange

region (14'15).

4. Ì4easurement of line narrowíng in the fast exchange

region (f0¡.

5. Determination of the coalescence temperature from

which the rate constant may be deduced Gl -

These methods have been widely used in the past, but in many

cases they have been employed in situations where the theory does

not app1y. One such exampte is the use of ttre GMS theory in cases

where there is strong coupling between the two exchanging protons.

In cases where there ís only weak coupling, good fits have been

obtained (17), but as a rul.e the generation of the cornplete line-

shape using t].e quantu¡n mechanical approach is much tlre superior

method. It can easily include AB systems with strong coupling

as weII as more complicated spin systdrns.
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2. Quantum rnec]lagi@.

Thís ttreory which was first given by Kap1an (18) and

extended by Alexander (19) and Whitesi<les (2O) is based on the

density matrix formalism (2l-23). Several other slightly differ-

ent approaches have been taken since then (4 r24 r25) . It is not'

the purpose here to derive the basic theory or apply it in detail

to a particular case, since most of this work has been done in

the above references. Furthermore the theory and cornputer progr".rn

which \4las used, for calculating the rate constants in the present

¡\BX case, have been derived (26) using whitesidesr approach. A

very bri ef outline of this basic approach as it applies to a

simple exchanging AB system rvill no\¡¡ be given.

A list of the important equaÈions from density matrix theory

used in the following outline may be found '.in appendix I.

First of allo the spin product functior6used. as the basis

set for the AB case are

01 =co'

Q2 =aß

0a =ßa

4i n =ßß

o.. . (2_71

since the spin angular momentum operat.ors are proportional

to theír component magnetizations, the x-y magnetization (from

equation 2-4) may be written as

Ix + i ,, = ,* .... (2-8)
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where r+ is tlre raising operator' From equation (A-5) the

average value of the x-y magnetization is:

G) = r,{r*o)

Using the basis (2-7) the matrix for r+ is

(2-9l

(2-r0)

( 2-11)

Therefore from

G)= o'

IJo 1l
o 1lorJ
is obtained

Io
lo
lo
Lo

(2-e)

+p
31

I+

I
o
0
o

and (2-Lo)

+p +p42 43

The density matrix elements in (2-rr) are calculated by sol*

ving the equation of motion (A-6) which has been nodÍfied

as fo1loi\ts to account for exchange anci relaxation:

åt = '1,,ftl.(åå) ...n . (åt) rerax Q-rÐ

The constant lt Ìras been omitted in the above equation so that

ttre Hamiltonian is now expressed in units of radians,/sec.

The matrix form of equation (2-12') is easily calculated

(the matrices being given in appendix Ir). Then assuming unsa-

turated, steady-state conditions the left-hand side of Q-L2l

may be set equal to zero, which results in a system of Ìinear

algebraic equations from which the matrix elements of (2-I1) nay

be determined. only the inaginary part of (2-11) which represents

the absorption signal detected by ttre spectrometer, is required



the final solution.

L2

shown (20) that this solutionfor

is

rm(r+)

It can be

f
T

=Q

+c

^4 
- z.r^3 * A? (

AôZJ
+2

46¿7- T

q'
T

* 
"')

ô+
+ïa

( 2-13 )

/
^4 

+ z.rA3 + A2 \
462
7 -z +

Equation (2-l-3) defines the general line-shape function for an

exchanging ÃB system. The relaxation terms have been neglected

for simplification, so the expression is valid only in the inter-

mediate exchange region ç'here relaxation represents only a small

contribution to the total Linewidth" Furthermore the units are

in radian /sec,

A simple explanation of how the general line-shape equation

is utilized in calculating i\B spectra as a function of lifetirne

will now be given. First of all, tl¡e chemical shift ô and coup-

ling constant J are determined from tlre very slow exchange spectrum.

Using these values and a particular lifetime, a plot of the

right-hand side of expression (2-I3) versus A is made. The result

is an NMR absorption spectrum. A series of such spectra may be

calculated for a given range of lifetirnes. Computer programs

are indispensable for calculating spectra in this rvay.
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C. Determinat_ion of Rate Constants and. Activation Parameters

For ttre equal population two-site exchange problem the mean

lifetime r is símply the inverse of the raËe constant k. Probably

the best way to obtain rate constants as functions of temperature

is to compare visually, computet-cal,.sulated plots with Èhe exper-

imental spectra. This rnethod gives the lifetimes or rate cons-

tants directJ.y. Íûith the wid.e-spread availability of computers

the approximations derived from the early GMS theory have becore

more or less obsolete.

,,.The activation energ¡y, EA, for the rate process may be

determined fron the Arrhenius equation:

k a" A g-EA/RT (2-L4)

wirere ir is iire frequency factor. tf Ehe races are cteterminea over

a series of temperatures, a plot of log k versus. 1/T should yield

a straight, Iine whose slope and intercept are proportiorral to E¿

and log A respectively. This method implÍes that EO and log

are independent of temperature which,is a good approximation

the temperature range is snall enough.

From the Eyring equation (27 I

rkuT ^-^cfnrlçe h 
e ' (2-15).aaaao

where rc is tlre transmission coefficientr k" is Boltzmannrs

constant and h is Planckrs constant, the free enerry of activa-

tion A Cânay be calculated at a given temperature.

A

if
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Substitution of the thermodynamic equation

= ¡nÉ- TASÉ ....
^Gf

into (2-15) gives

7--

ft can be shown that (27)

AHÊ = EA -. RT

Substitution of (2-18) into (2-l7l

with Q-L4) shows that

\J e-AHÉlRr .asr7n e-L.l

(2-L6l

... (2_18)

and comparison of the result

t- /8" \ --l
A sF = 2.303R 

l_ 
Ios\rkor/ (2-Ie). 

,

Thus tt¡e enttralpy, AH*, and entropJ of activation, AS#, may be

calculated from the Arrhenius plots and from equations (2-18) and

(2-L9) respectiveiy,

Hovrever, according to Binsch (4), the above approach is not

consistent since Eo and log A are assumed to be temperature-inde-

pendent while ¡HÊ and ¡S# are dependent on the temperature. I¡e

suggests that a more logical approactr would be to obtain ¡liÉ and

¡S* in the follorsing way: Taking .the log of both siCes of (2-L7)

yields

'",[+ + F.i,,J e-2o)

Novr a plot of J-oS k/fl versus l/T should give a straight line whose

slope and intercept are proportíonal to ¿HÊ and ¡SÉrespectively.

In this way the entTralpy and entropy of activation are assumed

to be independent of temperature.
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D. Sources of Error

Probably the greatest drarvback in NMR rate studies is the

magnitude of the systematic errors inherent in ttre method. The

sources of these errors as they apply to GMS theory have been dis-

cussed in a recent paper (,28). lt was found that in many cases

the classical eguation was oversimplified or one of the approxi-

mate formulae was used in a case v¡here it did not apply and thus

a serious systematic error was introduced.

Many of these systematic errors may be eliminated by using

tJ.e quantum mechanical líne-shape theory. However, even this

method suffers from the fact that the temperature range over

wlrich significant spectral changes occur is rather small and. that

iire specrrai sensícivicy is not, unj-formly dl-stributecl over th5-s

rangeö Since changes ín line-shape occur much more rapidly in the

intermediate region near the coalescence temperature than at the

exLremes, the data in this region will be more reliable" Reeves

(2') suggests that the range of lifetimes where detectable linev¡idth

changes occur is given by

16 \
ôuae /

. 0.0016r ) dr*-

At the limits of fast and, slow exchange the main contributions

to the linewidtt¡s arise from the inhomogeneity of the external

magnetic field and the relaxation processes. In fact the following

eguation has been given (29) to represent this fact!

I+ã/t2

where LÆ, is a measure of the observed línewidth at half-height

of the. resonance peak and T, is called the effective relaxation

1Iã ñîct2 t2
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time. ToZ is ttre transverse relaxation tÍme and I,/Tj is a

measure of the inhomogeneity and other instrumental contribu-

tions to the linewidth. A properly chosen value of the effective

T, is required for tt¡e line-shape expressions. It is often

deduced from the linewidths of a peak at very fast or very

slow exchange or from some standarcl peak due to a non-exchang-

ing proton. Equation (2-61 is then used to obtain T, from the

linewiclth. However, such a value j-s not very reliable since

To is differenb for nuclei with different environments and
2

varies with temperature (17). Furthermore the ínhomogeneity

contribution is ext.remely sensitive and difficult to keep

constant. The error due to an Ímproperly chosen T, will be

---11 .: * +!.^ .i *Èa*a,t.i ¡+a av¡kr-^n *^¡i a- rn.:l I =ræa >l- àha
lj¡i¡r;;¡ i;¡ ú¡ú +¡¿È¿À¿,.es¡ceÇ ú¿¡v¡.ù¡¡Y\' âeìr*v éb-yv \.Y

extremes, but the total effect will be an observable error

in the slope of the Arrhenius plot"

*"Ter systematic error will be introduced if the relative

chemical shift of the two exchanglng protons is temperature-

dependent. Since this shift can usually be measured only at

ttre slow exchange limit, it has been considered constant in

many calculations" If in fact there is a temperature variation,

the calculated rates will be wrong especially in the coalescence

region (17) and a significant systematic error will result in

ttre actitation energY. One way to correct for this error is to

measure the relative shift at several slov¡ exchanqe temperatures

and to extrapolate into the fast exchange region. Various

r+orkers have applied corrections of this kind (30-32).
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lfre effect of the preceding errors in the activation para-

meters increases in the following order¡ 
^GÊ 

(^Ht (As*. These

differences follow directly from the equations used to calculate

the parameters (291.

In addition to the systematic errors, numerous experimental

errors may arise from instrumental <lifficulties. These include

temperature variations, field i.nhomogeneity and saturation effects

(281. A knowledge of the accurate sample temperature is imperative

in rate studies. Fluctuations may result from varíations Ín heater

current or flo$r rate of the gas. There wíll ¿ll.so be temperature

gradients within the probe which become more serious the farther

away from normal mag¡ret temperature the measurement is being

performed. Hovrever, if the temperature is determined with the

stand,ard methanol or ethylene glycol samples inmediately before

or after a run ís made, the uncertainty in the relatirre tempera-

iure should be less than tloc.

Serious distortions of the resonance peaks will result from

an intro¡nogeneous magnetic fie1d, the use of excessive filtering

and from saturation effects. Inhomogeneity wíl-l cause excessive

broadening which wÍlI have serious effects in the slow and fast

exchange regions. This effect is especially noticeable r,,rhen the

temperature is suddenly changed and for this reason the resolu-

tion should always be checked for each temperature run. Satura-

tion and too much filtering wíIl also cause distorted line-shapes
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and so must be carefully avoided. If there precautions. are

taken the observed resonance peaks shouÌd approximate true

Lorentzians as implicitly assumed by the underlying theory.



CÍTÃPÍER IÏI

Nature of the Problem
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At -40oC the proton magnetic resonance of crc,214r6-pentachlo-

rotoluene consists of an ABX spectrum, the AB part due to the ring

protons and tl¡e X part due to the rnethine proton. As the compound

is heated the AB part broa<lens and finally coalesces into a single

peak at 20oC. Upon further heating this peak begins to sharpen

until at, ?OoC an ArX spectrum is observed ( a doublet for the

ring protons and a trÍplet for the methine proton). From these

observations it is clear that a rate process involving hindered

rotation of ttre dichloromethyl group of ttre compound musÈ be tak-

ing place.

The purpose of this investigation is to determine rate

constants and activation parameters for this híndered rotation

þrr m:tnhì ncr avno¡llnenta_l â,nd. CCJnntr{.or-t-el r"rrl el-crì enqCtt¡¡ - Àn
-- -_ _!

attempt to explain the mechanism for ttris raÈe process wilf also

be made.



CIIAPTER IV

gxPgÊ¡!-er!e!
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A. Çonrrgunjlå

The compound o rcl 12 t4r6-pentachlorotoluene (pentachl-orotoluene)

was prepared in the following three stepss

1. @f m-toh¡lêlle

The method of Vùhíte.and Adams (33) was followed. m-tolui-

dine was first acetylated with acetic anhydride and the

product chlorinated by passing a contínuous stream of chlo-

rine into the mixture for six to eight hours. Th.e acetyl

derivative \^ras converted to the free aminê, 214r6-trichlo-

ro-3-amino toluene, by addition of sulfuric acid and steam

dÍstiIlation.

2. DeaminatÍon

The method used was similar to that of Chattaway and Evans

(34). A solution of sodium nitrite in ethanol was added

to an ethanolic solution of the trictrloro-m-toluidine pre-

pared above and the mixture was agitated. After being

allowed to stand for several hours the mixture was steam

' distilled. The product 214r6-trichlorotoLuene crystallized

out in the collection flask. Its purity was checked by

its melting point (25 - 27ac) and by the appearance of the

NMR spectrum of a I0 moleB solution of the compound in

carbon dísulfide

3.

The trictrloro derivative from the preceding step was chlo-

rinated under UV light for three hours at which time its
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weight indicated that ít had been dichlorinated. The

product u ro, 12 r r6-pentachlorotoluene vras distilled

three times, the dístillate beÍng collecÈed, and its

purity deduced from the appearance of its NMR spectrum.

There was one smarl inpuríty peak in the spectrum which.

from subsequent work in this lal:oratory, has been shown

to be due to uraro.n2r4r6-hexachlorotoluene. Its presence

in no way affected the rate study; in fact this peak

v¡as used to obtain an estimate of tÏ¡e effective Tr.

The other chemicals used were toluene-dgr methyl-cyclohexane

(t"tecuu11), carbon disurfÍde (cs2), acetone, dimethyl formamide

(DMf) , q¡c.lopentane (C'HIO) and tetramerhylsílane (TMS). They

we::e obcaineo from the toiiowing chemr.ea.L eompani.es and used

without further purífication: Aldrich Chemical Co. Inc.,

Nuclear Magnetíc Resonance speciatties, Matheson .coleman and

Bell, and Chem Service"

I
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B. Proton Mqgng_lic Resonance Mea.surementq

All proton magnetic resonance (PMR) spectra were measu::ed on

a Varian DA-60 I Spectrometer operated i.n the frequency sweep mode

and locked to internal ÎtÍS. Calibrations r^¡e,re carried out by period

averaging techníques, aÌI spectra being recorded at least four

Èimes. The shifts were reported with an accuracy of f O.005 ppn

and the errors in the coupJ.ing constants were sta¡rdard deviations

from the mean. Approximately 15 mole B solutions of pentachloro-

toluene in toluene-dgr Me C5H11, CS2, acetone and DMF v¡ere pre-

pared. with about I mole I of CrHrO ad<led to each one. Each solu-

tion was degassed using the freeze-pump-thaw technio.ue"

The temperature studies were tl'¡en carried out as follows.

/lfter each sampte had been heated in a boíling water bath to see

whether the tubes could wíthstand the added pressure, PMR spectra

were recorded at approximately lOo intervals. The spectrometer

was equipped wíth a Varian v-4343 variable temperature controller.

AII tenperatures were determined immediately after each calibra-

tion using an ethylene glycol or methanol standard and the graph

of internal shift versus temperature prepared by Varían. Optimum

resolution at each temperature vras checked by the appearance of

the methine proton peak and the CSHTO standard peak. AIl spectra

h¡ere recorded with a sweep rate of O.O2 Hr/sec.



CHAPIER V

Results
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All the chemical shifts ín this study are given in ppM

to low field of internal TMS and all coupling constants and

linewidths at half-height. are reported in H".

Ttre proton chemical shifts and coupling constants for

the 10 mole % solution of 2 r{r6-trichlor_otoluene hTere deter-

mined from its spectrum by simple first order rules. The .

results were as follor¿s:

vA =7.L69 10.005

vX =2.369 +0.005

t¡¡4 = 0.48 t o.o2 Hz

where A refers to the ring protons and X to tlre methyl protons.

Of the temperature studies carried out, rates \ìrere deter-

minerl nn'lrr fni- {-lra I'nìrr¡rna-'ll âñ/:l Môf- lJ calrr}i ¡nc mhô-8 -'* "--6"11

low temperature spectrum of the CS2 soluÈion was an ABC and

rates could. not be determined with the present computer program.

The solute came out of solution in the acetone and DMF solvents

before the slow exchange temperature could be rea.ched.

Some of the PMR spectra at various tem¡reratures are shfr\,rn

ín figures Lr2r3r5 and 6. Proton assignments were made for

the ABX spectra obtained at ttre loqrest temperatures (figures

L and 2) with reference to tlre followÍng c.onformation of

pentachlorotoluene (later shown to be the ground state):

ppm

ppm

CI
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The doublet to lowest field was assigned to H*. Its lor+

shielding was due to the magnetic anisotropy of the ring and

hydrogen-bonding with ttre ortho-chlorine atom (35) " Further-

more íts long-range coupling to only one ríng proton v¡as con-

sistent witÏ¡ ttre zíg-zag ruLe (36). HA vras less shielded than

H* because of the sid.echain chl-orine atoms and therefore its
IJ

resonance was to lornrer field. The slight broadening of the

H" resonance línes seemed to indicate a small coupl.ing ((0.1 Hz)

to H*. Finally the greater chemical shift difference between

the HO and H" resonance peaks in the toluene-dg solution r+as

due to an aromatic solvent induced shift (ASIS) 
"

A complete list of the chemical shífts and linewicltl¡s

at half-height of the resonance peaks in the spectra of the

toluene-dg and MeC.H11 solutions is gíven in Tables I -vI.

The widths at half-height of the CSHTO and impurity peaks are

al.so shor"¡n.



FIGURE.I

The Pl4R spectrum of a

pent.achlorotoluene in

15 mole å solut,ion of

toluene-d* at -39.7oC.
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FTGURE 2

The PMR spectrum of a 15 mole 3 solution

of pentachlorotoluene in MeCUII' at -37.OoC.
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FIGURE 3

The PMR spectra of 15 mole t solutions

of pentachlorotoluene in (a) MeC6H11 at

71,9oc and (b) toluene-d, at 72.6oc.
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TABLE - I

Chemical shifts and linewidths of the HO resonance

peaks belorv coalescence for the Toluene-dg solution.

TE¡{P.
(oc) CTIEMICI\L SHTFTS (PPM) ÀI\¡D LTNEWIDTHS (HZ)

-39.7

-24.9

-8.8

-3.2

2-7

10,0

6.634*
o.46

6.699
0.9I

6.76L
1. 11

6.783
3.93

6.798
4.56

6" 781
4"22

6.625
0.40

6.69I
_ t(*

6"598 6.590
0.49 0.40

6.663 6.655
0.93

6.722
1.09 -

6.747
L.4'l

6.769

In thís and subsequent tables th¡e shifts are given in the
first row ar¡d theÍr respective linewidttrs at half-height
in the second row opposite a given temperature.

** A dash means that the resonance peaks have begun to overlap.
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T?IBLE - II

Chemical shifts and linewidths of the Hu and H*

resonance peaks below coalescence for the toluene-

d, solution.

CHEMICAL SHIFTS (PPM) AND LINEI¡üIDTHS (Hz)
TEMP. U

lõ¿t 
- HB 

"" cs'to r¡,rP.**

-39.7 6.391 6.355 7.L97 7.189
o.5o o.4g * oc3g o.2g

-24.9 6.466 6.430 7.2L6 7.206
0.55 0.54 0.42 0.32

- 8.8 6.542 6.507 7.237 7.231 7.226
0.62 0.70 0.29 o.zL

- 3"2 6.57L 6 1536 ?.214 7.238 7.233
1,.09 3 .77 O.32 0.20

2.? 6.595 6.562 7.249 7.243 7.238
4.56 0.37 o.2o

i.0.0 6.610 7.253 7.248 7.242: - o.24 0.20

* A blank in this and subsequent tables means ttrat no data ¿¡"required or is available for the given space.
** This represents the ímpurity peak. c '

]tl:. c
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TABLE - III

Chemicaf shifts
resonance peaks
d, solution.

and linewidths of the HO and H*
above coalescence for the toluene-

CHEMICAL SITIFTS (PPM) AND LINEWIDTHS (H:.')

27.2

30.3

34.2

49.9

58.8

72.6

6.760
5.82

6.767
4.43

6.777
3.64

6.824
1.14

6.844
0. 83

6.882 6.878
0.70

7.273

7.276

'1.277

7.290

7.2g8

7.305

7.267

7.274

7.272

7 "28,4

7.292

7.300

7.262

7.265

7.261

7.279

'l.2gg

7.295

0.33

o.29

o"32

o.34

o.30

0.36

o.28

o.2g

0.20

o.24
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TABI,E - TV

Chemical shifts and linewidths of the
resonance peaks below coalescence for

M.C6H'1 solutíon.

HA
the

I]EMP.
(oc) CHEMICAL SHIFTS (ppM) AND LINEI,üID{IrS (Hz}

-37.A

-17.0

_ 9.5

-^o

7.3

L4"4

7.306
0"41

7.3L6
o.94

1.08

t 5.)1

1.39

7 "287
6.45

7.269
5. 87

7.298
o. 83

7.309

7.270 7.262
o.42 0.41

7¿2BO 7.272
o.92

7.287 7.279
o.99

1 
'().?t aav t
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Chemical shifts and line¡¿idths of the H_
and H* resonance peaks below coalescencË

for the MeC6U11 solution

CI{EMICAL SHII'TS (PPM) AT{D I,TNEWIDTI{S_IH;]
(oc) H H

TABLE - V

7 "373

7.374

7.368

7.369

-37.O 7.L86 7.151
0.45 0.37

-17.0 7 "Lg7 7. 16r
0.45 0.43

- 9.5 7.205 7"17A
0.51 0.62

- o"8 7.226 7"L74
0.91

7.2L8

7.232

7.361 7.352

7.366 7.356

7"369 7.364 7.359

7.372 7.366 7.360

7.362

7 "364

7.3

L4.4

o.46

o.32

0.30

o.27

a.28

o.24

o.26

o.2o

o. l8

0. tB

o. 18

0. 18
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TABLE - VI

Chemical shifts and linewidths of the Ho
and HX resonance peaks above coalescencij

for the MeCUII' solution

TEMP.
(oc)

CHEMTCAL SHIFTS
Ha

(PPM) AND LINEIVIDTHS
Hx

(H,
csHlo

23.5

30. 7

43.5

52.8

7L.9

7.256
3 .35

7.256
1.70

7.260
o.94

7.263
rì en

7.266
0.75

7.258

7.26L

7.376

7.378

7.380

7.381

7.384

o.3l

0.30

o.2g

^ 
11

o.32

o.20

0. 20

0. l8

tt 10

o.2I

7.370 7"365

7.372 7.367

7.374 7.370

7.375 7.370

7.378 7.374
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The results of standard ABX analyses (71 of the Lowest

temperature spectra (figures I an<1 2) as well as simple first

order analyses of the highest, temperature A2x spectra (figure

3) of the trvo solut,ions are given in Table VII.

TABLE - VIT

Proton chemical shifts and couplinq constants
for the ABX and A2X spectra_of.the toluene-d,

and MeC6H11 solutions

TOLUENE-d. MeC6H'

ABX

va (ppm) 6.611 t 0.005 7.282

vB 6.3'Ì4 '7.L7L

ux 7"L92 7.356

Jas ßù 2.L4 t O"O4 2.L4 t O.O4

Jex 0.52 ! O.O2 0"50 r 0.02

Jgx o"ol o.ol

Azx

vo (enm) 6.880 7.264

vX 7.300 7.379

Jo* (Hz) 0.30 t 0.O2 0.33 t 0.02



CTIAPTER VI

Discussion of Results
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A. Treatment, of Data

l. Determination of Rate Constants

The rate constants were obtained by rnatching the rinewidttrs

at half-height of tl¡e resonance peaks of the e>çerimental s¡rec-

tra as closely as possible to the calculated widths. These

calculated widths were obtained from the computer program for

ABX exchange (26) which gave widths at half-height for the

peaks in the ÀB part of ttre spectrum as a function of lifetime.
The input parameters were ôv¡Rr JAB, JAX, J"* and Tr.

The two main problems associated with this rate determina-

tion were:

(1) -4 nethod had te be fcunC far dete::nining an effecti",,e

T, value.

(2') A method had to be found to account for the varia-

tion of 6v* with temperature in the toluene-d,

solutÍon.

, Ho$r these two problems hrere dealt with wilr now be discussed.

(U rffectíve Relaxatíon Time problem

following three metlrods were employed to obtain an

effective T2 f.ot use in the ABX exchange program:

a. T2 \,¡as calcuLated at each temperature from tÌ¡e linewidth

at half-height of the CSHTO peak using the formula

Âv, =].I-
m2'2
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In this way values ranging from 2.4 to 4.2 sec. were

obtained.

b . The CSHTO peak widths were used witt¡ the ',correct,,

equatíon (2-6) t

Ául=I
2 friz

Thís time smalrer varues, rangíng from 0.g to 1.3 sec.

were obtained.

c.- The linewidths of the impurity peak were used in equa-

tion (2-61. Since these linewidths varied very líttle
wíth temperaturer an average T2 was carcurated for each

solution. These values were 1.38 sec. for the toluene-

dg solution and 1.59 sec. for the MeC.Htt solution.

lltrree sets of rate constants for each sorution were cal-

curated using tÌ¡e a.bove methocls. A rinear relationship was

assumed between log l< and Ly'T and leasÈ squares analyses were

carried out on the data. The activation energies r¿ere calcu-

Lated by muttiprying the slopes by 2.303R. A1l tt¡e data arong

with tire results of the least squares anaryses are collected

in Tables ViII and IX.
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Rate constants

using the three

TABLE VIIIa

for the toluene-dg sofution

methods for obtainíng Tr.

lEMP
Pc)

Ir
¡; x 10-

r1 LuLLLvu U r.¡lr¡¡Vu Uloi<"¿l _r (sec) tog k _:Eec{ lo*g_lt t (sec) Iog k
METHOD A

72.6 2.892 0.00115 2.939

58.8 3.012 0.00185 2.733

49.9 3.095 0,00295 2.530

34.2 3.253 0.0105 L.g7g

30.3 3.295 0.0126 1.900

27.2 3.329 0.0150 L.824

L0.0 3.531 0.It5 O.939

2,7 3.625 0.I90 o.727

-3.2 3.704 0.318 0.498

-8.8 3.782 0 "645 o.190

-24"9 4.027

METITOD b

?

o.00168 2.?7 5

0.00980 2.o09

0.0120 1"919

0.0154 l;8L2

o.L25 0.903

0"220 0.658

0"375 0.426

0.950 0.o22

3.50 -A.544

MBTI{OD c

0.00033 3,481

0"00105 2.979

0.00230 2.638

0.0101 1.996

o.oL22 1.9I4

0.0156 1.806

0. I25 0.903

o.2LL 0.676

0.366

0.865

o.437

0"063

TABLE VI]Ib

Results of least squares analyses of data from
Table VIfI-a

METHOD SLOPE INTERCEPT
lox x ro3l

êo -3.23 L2.4

b. -3.61 13.8

c. -3.78 I4.4

*
6" t¡

f kcal

0.086 0"09

o.107 0. t3

0.057 0.06

14.8

13.9

7.7.3

Ioq k, the

0.3

o.4

o.2

Ín* 6yrôm and 65 represent the standard errors

q. 'l ano an ¿l ttr a i nl-a rnan f rp cno ¡l- ì rra I rr _

mole
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TABLE IX-a

Rate constants for the
the three methods

MeCUH* solution using
for obtaining T,

13
6x 10 METIIOD a

(oc) (o¡<-1) r (s'ec) rog k
METI{OD b

r (sec) loq k
METHOD

t (sec)
c
loq k

52.9

43.5

30.7

23.5

L4.4

7.3

-0.8

-8.5

3"A67

3.158

3"'29l

3.370

3"477

3.565

3.67L

3.778

o.o0560

o.oL77

0.0373

0.0665

0. 0780

0" 370

1.40

2.252

L.749

L"428

L.T77

1. O9B

o,432

-0, 146

o.00780

0 
" 
0105

o.o2L4

0. o397

o 
" 
0690

0.0891

0.288

0.815

L"25

2. lo8

L.979

1.670

T.AOL

1. 161

1.050

0.541

0,0 89

-o.o9'7

0"00520 2.284

0.00790 2.Loz

o,0196 1.708

0 
" 03.87 I" 4L2

0.0671 1.173

0.0840 L.O76

0.0333 0"478

l.0I -0"004

-I7.0 3.903 L"72 -o "236

,.

Results of ldast
from

TARLE IX-b

squares analyses of data
Table IX-a

METHOD ô x10r ô¡

a.

b.

C.

SLOPE
(ox x

-2" 81

-3.75

-3.L2

INTERCEPT ô

to3l Y

ro.8

L4.2

12.0

0.07s

o.134

0.108

0.09

0.20

0.14

0"3

0.7

0.5

Ì¡

(kcal/mole)

L2.g

L7.2

L4.3
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The blanks in the preceding tábles represent poÍnts

which were disregarded in the least:squares anaryses because

a very poor linewídttr fit was obtained. These points also

deviated by a large amount from tlre straight line plots,

weigtÍing the points at ttre ends of the prots less than ttrose

ín the middre was arso tried, since the intermediate points

are more reriable. However, the differencer invorved -tay wittrin

the experimental errors, so al-l points used were taken with

equal weight. , .',
.

The ttrree methods used for obtaining f, wiJ.I now be

discussed in the lictht of ttre preceding resuLts. vüith method

(a), when experimental and calculated:widtÌ¡s were matched at

the high temperature limit,, no splitting was observed in the

caÀculated spect.ra" For ij'¡e I<rw tenpe-rature spectra, che cai-

culate<l pealcs were not sptit as muctr as the experimental ones.
: .:

The corresponding Arrhenius plots deviated greatly from the

straight tine at these extremes" !{hen methocl (b) was used,
..,. .. ,

the calculated, fast exchange linewidth, approached a limiting

value which was larger tiran that of the experimental peak.

A greater deviation from the straight. líne than that obtained

from method (a) was observed" Finally method (c) yielded results
..

similar to the first one¡ however a better straight line was

obtained. In all cases ttre fit in the intermediate exchange

region \¡¡as reasonably good.

In the present study

method (c) in determining the

following reasonss

. '- ' '':-:'
it was finãIly decided to use

activation parameters for tlre
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1. The inpuríty peak was <lue to a compound closely

related to pentachLorotoluene.

2. The wÍdtt¡ of the peak varied very 1ittle wÍth

temperature.

3. À good fít between experimental and calculated

spectra was obtained in the íntermediate exchange

region.

4" The best straight line plot was obtained using this

method.

From this discussion it should be noted that an error

in T, introduces a large systematic error ínto the acÈivat,ion

parameters. Àn estimate of this error was obtained by taking

the difference betr'¡een the largest and smalrest, actívation

energies and frequency factors obtained from the least sguares

analyses in the three. methods (Tab.l.es VIII-b and IX-b) . These

results are listed belorv"

SOLVBNT
MAX

PARAMETER UNCBRTAINTY

Toluene-dg

MeC5,H11

rås e

EA
log a

t I.3 kcal,/mole
f L.0

! 2"2 kcal/nole
t L.7

VarÍous methods used by otÌ¡er workers to determine an

effective transverse relaxation time may be found in the forrow-

ing references (31137-40) .
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( 2) vari able_ stri t_p¡9ÞfS!!

At -AOoC the chemical shift difference between the ring

proton resonance peaks of pentachlorotoluene was much larger

in tÌ¡e toluene-dg than in the MeC.Hlt solution" Furthermore

there was a much greater hiqh.field shift of these peaks in the

toluene-d, solution. From tl¡is eviclence it, was clear that

an aromatic solvent induced shift (ASIS) effect was being

observed- Essentially this effect is concerned with the large

magnetic anisotropy of aromatic rings. Because of this ani-

sotropy, protons of a compound, dissolved in an aromatic

solvent, whi.ch are situated above the ring and near tt¡e six-

fold axis experience large upfield shifts relative to those

of the same compound in an 'rínert" solvent such as cryclo-

hexane" An increase in temperature causes a decrease in the

ASIS and hence downfj.eld shifts of the proton resonance peaks.

Good revíews and discuss'ions of the ASIS have been given (4ll

42) .

In the present, study the ¡:elative shift of tkre ring

proton resonance peaks of the toluene-dg solutÍon decreased witl¡

increasing temperature because HB vras experiencing a larger

I\SIS ttran HO. The probable reason for this larger effect is

tÌ¡at it. is easier for the aromatÍc ring of the solvent to lie

directly over tIB because tlrere is less steric hindrance in

this position. In any case the relative shift as a function

of temperature was estimated before coalescence by conparing

the peak positions of the e>çerimental spectra with those

which were calculated by assuming a constant shift o1, L4.I?H2.
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These results are listed in Table X-a. As can be seen from

the plot of this data in figure 4 the relationship is línear

over this temperature rarìge" Therefore t.}te reLative shift at

higher temperatures h¡as estimated by extrapolation, these

results being shown in Tal:le X-b.

A new set of rate constants for the toluene-dg

sorution w as determined using the new varues of relative shift,

ôv4ge which were just calculated. The effective relaxation

time of 1.38 sec" v¡as used. The new rate constants along with

the least squares analysis are given in Table XI"

The new activation enerçfy obtained when the shift

variatior¡ v¡as accounted for differed by 2"1 kcal/mole from

that obtaine<l by assumi.ng a eonstant shift- The ctífference

between this activation energy and that for the MeC6Hl solution

was wíttrin ttre standard error limits. Therefore it was concru-

ded that this type of correction should be made and all subse-

quent activatíon parameters urere calculated. on ttris basis.

Further discussion of this systematic error may be found in

several papers (17"30r31) .
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TABLE - Xa

Variatíon in relative shift
of the ring protons for the
tíon.

wittr tenperature
toluene-dg solu-

TEIvtp. (oc) ôuas @z)

-39.7

-24.9

- g.B

-?t

2.7

L4.L7

13.54

L2.99

L2.62

T2.48

TABLE - Xb

Variation in relative shÍft wÍth temperature
of the ring protons for the tcluene-dg solu-
tion, estimated by extrapolation.

rEMp. (oc) 6uae (Hz)

.10.0

27 "2

3o;3

34.2

49.9

58. B

72.6

L2.L7

11" 48

11.35

11.20

10.57

10.2I

9.65



FIGURE 4

A plot of the chemical shift difference 6v*

between the ring proton resonance peaks of tlre

tol.uene-d, solution versus temperature"
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Rate

using

constants for

a T, of 1.38

TABLE XI

the toluene-d, solution

sec. and by varying the

determined by

relative shift

TEMP. (oC) x ro3 (oo-l)
r (sec. )

I
T log k

?.2.6

58, I

49.9

4.2

30. 3

,1 a

10"0

2.7

-3 "2

-8.8

2.892

3.OLz

3.095

3.253

3. 295

2 ?to

3.531

3.625

3 "7A4

3.782

Slope
Intercept
ô

ôv
ôIn
_bL

A

0. o0071

o.0020

0.00419

0" o157

0. 0 I84

o "0227

0.116

o "2L4

o.347

o.777

3.32 x lo3 or-1
L2 "7
0.052
o.o5 x 1or oK-r

o.2
15.2 kcal,/nole

3. r49

2.699

2.378

1.804

1.735

L.644

o.937

0.670

0.460

0.1I0
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Several spectra of tåe toluene-d, and 
".C6"U 

solutions

at various temperatures are shown in figures 5 and 6 together

with their corresponding calculated spectra which were plotted

on the Calcomp plotter. Details may be found in reference (26).

An effective t, of 1.38 sec" and a variable shíft were used

ín the calculations for the toluene-d, solution and an effective

T2 of 1.59 sec" was used in those for the MeC.IIll solution. The

Arrhenius plots for the two solutions are shown in figures 7

and 8.

i

I

1

I
1

i

I
i
I



FTGURB 5

Experimental and calculated PMR spectra of
the ríng proton resoÌlance peaks for the
toluene-d^ solution at various temperatures

_ttand corre5pondj-ng lifetimes,
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FIGURE 6

Experimental and calculated PMR spectra of
the ring prclton resonance pealcs for the
it{eCoHtt solution at various temperatures
and- conresponding Ii fetimes "
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FIGI]RE 7

A piot' of iog k versurs i for t'ire coluene-<i'
T

solution.
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FIGURE 8

A plot of 1og k rrersus I for the MeC6H' solut-ion.
T
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2. Calculation of Activation Parameters

The Arrhenius parameters, E4 and tog A have already

been calcurated. The "best" varues reflect the incorporation

of a reasonable T, estimation and a correction for the variation

in relative shift with temperature" These varues are rj-sted

in Tab1e XII.

The entharpies and entropies of actívation rì¡ere determined

by the folloro'ing two methods ¡

(a) Equations (2-18) and (2-19) were used. TLre values

were calculated at 303.SoK for the toluene-d, solu--

tion and at 303.9oK for the MeCUH* sotution since

these temperatures were c-lose to the coalescence point

v¡here measureable exchange was occurring.

(b) Plots of log/k\versus I were made (4) from which
\r/ r

the enthalpies a¡rd entropies could be calculated.

The free energies of activation were calculated from the

Eyring equation (2-15) at 3O3"5ot< for the toluene-d' solution

a¡rd at 303.90¡< for the MeCUHll solutj-on"

A complete list of aII the activation parameters for both

solvents with various error estimates is given in Table XfI.
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TABI,E XII

Surlm.ary of actívatÍon parameters.

ACTIVÀTION
PARA¡,TETER

Toluene-d, MtcøHtr
VALI]E ERRORSVALUE ERRORS *

t¡

kcal,/mole)

log A

^c*(kcallmole)

AHÊ

0<cal/nole)

As+
þ.u" )

15.2 t o.2
0.5

L2.7 ! O"2

L4.9 r 0.1
(at 3o3.5oK)

a.14.6 t O.2
0.5

(at 3o3.5oK)

b. 14.6 t 0. 2

a"-3"'7 t O"7
(at 3O3"5oK)

b"-l.I t 0.7

14. 3 r 0.6
L.2

Lz.A t 0.5

L5.0 ! o.2
(at 3o3.goK)

a.13.7 t 0.6
L.2

(at 3o3.goK)

b.13.7 t 0.6

a.-7. L ! 2.2
(at 303.9oK)

b.-4.4 + 2.2

L"4
1.3

1.0

o.1

r.4
I.3

I.3

4"4

4.4

1.3
2.2

1.3
2.2

r.7

0.1

2.2

7"4

7.8

First error column contains the standard error and 908 confidence
Itmits; second column contains max. and min" slopes el:ror and T,

errorû Vlhen onLy tv¡o errors are listed, firsL column contains 2

standard error a¡rd second the T1 error"
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3. Errors

The errors in tÌ¡e activation paremeters were estimated in

three Ì{ays. The first tvay wäs a statistical method in which

bott¡ standard errors and 90% confidence limits were calculated

(43). The errors Ín B¡ and AHÊ were based on the standard error

Ín estimating the slope of the straight line in tlre least squares

analysis" The errors in log A and Astrvere based on the standard

error in the intercepto while those for AGÉ depended upon the

standard error in estimating log k.

The second way of calcul.at-ing errors rvas based on the

difference between the maximum and minimum slopes of the straight

lines whichr could be drawn through the given set of ¡roinËs.

Assuming thaÈ aII input paraneters were correct, the error in

the lifetime would arise from errors in obtaining the widths

of the r¡arious peaks ín the experimental spectra" In tÏ¡e inter*

mediate to fast exchange region these width errors were standard

deviations from the mêan. Thus from the tr,¡o extreme values of

Av1 r rthe errors in 1og k were estimated" The difference between
z

these two values corresponded to the maximum uncertainty in

log k for a given temperature. In tlre slow exchange region the

r¡rcertainties were obtained from the large range of k values

in which every experimental linewidtÌ¡ would match with the calcu-

lated linewidths. These errors in log k are indicated by ver-

tical lines drawn through the poínts in figures 7 and 8. The

rrr¡certainty in temperature, assumed to be t IoC, is also shown

on the plots by a horizontal line through each point. Therefore
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tÌ¡e totaL uncertainty is represented by a rectangle. Two straight

lines, pivoting about ttre coalescence temperature, were drawn in

sueh a manner as to pass through almost every rectangle (44.45').

From the difference in the slopes of these two lines was obtained

an estimation of the error in fhe actj.vation energy.

Finally, the error introduced by the effective T, has

already been calculated, in the preceding section. All the error

estimates are l.isted in Table XfI.

Comparing these results, it is seen tltat the statistical

estimations are fairly small whereas the systernatic errors in-

troduced by the uncertaintíes in log k and in T, are much

larger. It is felt that Ín all NMR rate determinat.iol'rs estimates

Of +J":e systenaÈ-ia errors i¡r.rç, Ir¡s{ Shoql-d. J:.e ¡¡a-.-l-e. Fa-r t-oo lrany

results have been reported wj.th only standard errors listed, and

these are probably much too optimistíc"

i: -;
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and 2)

It nay

B. l"lechanism for the Hindered Rotation

From the spectra of pentachlorotoluene at -4Ooc (figures I

, a mechanism for the hindered rotation is now proposed.

be represented by the followinq equitibrium equatíonr H
F!*c -Ct cr-.. .-ct
Cr'-\ ctìAfl -- C

"==--- l( ,l ----

¡Hx ]I

---\"=--

nHx

Ç

Hfi^H, Hí Y-HBCt "TV Cl If
several pleces of Pln evidence indicate that the equivalent

H.,o- æCl
'-cr

l
Clq
Cl'-

conformers, I and V, represent the ground states for the rate

pt ocess. First of all, the low field shift of the H* resonance may

be attríbuted to these conformers. Since the methine proton lies

in the plane of the ring, it is strongly deshielded by the nag-

netic anisotropy and by hydrogen-bon<ling to the ortho-chlorine

atom (35). Secondly, a large five-bond coupling of ô"50 H, was

observed between HO an<l H"r but only a very small coupling ((O.I liz)

was observed (indicatecl hry the broadness of the peaks) betp¡een

Hg and H*. Examples of such stereospecific coupling have been

noted before (36) in such compounds as vinyl formate (46',) and

ortho-hydro>q¿ benzaldehydes (47'). It was concluded that it is

the "straightest" zig'zag path which results in the largest

coupling (30). Fínally, in tetrachlorotoluene no coupling was

Cl--
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observed between the methine proton and the para ring proton (35).

This fact is again consistent with the moleculers spending most

of its time ín conformations I or V. The lifetimes of the other

conformers must be very small at low temperatures or else some

para coupling via the hyperconjuqa.tive mechanism (48) would have

been observed.

Rotation of the dichLorontethyl group is severely restricted

at low temperatures due to steric hindrance between the sidechain

and ring chlorine atoms ancl by hydrogen-bonding between the methine

proton and the ortho-chlorine atom. (35) . The equivalent conformers

II and IV Ín which the chlorine atoms are eclipsedrare the most

sterically hin<ler:ed of .the intermediate states and probably rep-

resent the transition states. Conformer fII ís somewhat less ster-

ically hindered and as such will have a slight,ly lower energy" The

ground states, I and V, will be stabilized by the hydrogen-bonding

and wiII have the lort¡est energ'y. The proposed free energy change

f'or the rotational process ís represented. graphically in figureg.

As can be seen from tt¡is diagram, the free energry dífference between

the transition states and coirformer III is very small compared to

that between the ground and transition states.Therefore once ttre

molecule is in transition state fI, the probability of its return-

ing to ground state I or continuíng across the barrier to ground

state V rvill be the same. For this reason the transmissíon coef-

ficént used to calculate the free energy and entropy of activation

was taken to be L/2.



FIGURE 9
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In a recent study of the conformation of 113rS-trimethyl-

2-isopropylbenzene (49l. t the ground and transition state con-

formers chosen were completely analogous to the ones chosen in

the present study"

The broadening of the AB portion of the spectrum as the

compound was heated (figures 5 and 6) was evidence that the

dichloromethyl group was begin.ni'ng to flip from conformations r

to V at an appreciable raten As a result the environments of

the ring protons were l:eing interchanged. The single broad

peak observed at the coalescence temperature indicated that

the rate of rotation of the dichloromethyl group was compar-

abte to the chemical shift difference between the two ring

protons" The sharp doublet due to i:he ring protons aL alout

TOoC indicated that rotation was fast enough so'as to cause

HO and H" to experience the sanre average environment. the

coupting of H* to HA and H" was also an averageu 1 (0.5 + 0.1)
2

Hz. íf it is assumed tr"t JsX j-s about 0.I Hz.

.' The methine resonance peak experienced no similar broadening

as tt¡e rotational rate was varied since the environment of this

proton was identicat in both ground state conformations. The

sigrnal merely changed from a sharp dor:blet due to the stereo-

specific coupling at slow exchange, to a sharp triplet due to

the average coupling at fast exchangeo

The values obtained for the activation energy and enthalpy

(Table XII) were fairly large. This high barrier is probably

the result of steric effects and of hydrogen-bonding (35). Anotlrer
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contribution to the barrier may be hyperconjugation betrveen the

siclechain chlorine atoms a¡rd t}-e II system (35150).

The values of the freeenergy of actívation for the toluene-

dg and MeCUH' solutions were witt¡in stand,ard error of each other.

The small deviation in this parameter was not unexpected (291 
"

Moreor¡er these values were in good agreement with that estimated

(15 t I kcalrlmole at 25oC) for tetrachlorotoluene (35).

Finally tJ:e relatively Iow frequency factors and. negative

entropies obtained in this work cleserve some comment. So-called

"normal" frequency factors are usually considered to lie near

1og A = 13.0 and associated entropies are small and positive

(5I). A good discussion of the sigrr of the entropy in terms

of a three-dirnensional potent-i-al, energlr rti agranr lras been g-ir¡en

Ín reference (52¡ " In essence it was stated that, a negative

entropy indicates that the reaction path is very constrained

and that there are very few degrees of freedom in the transitj.on

state" In pentachlorotoluene, as pointed out previously, the

transition state must be very sterically hindered and as such

will have very few degrees of freedom. Therefo::e negative

entropy values should not be unexpected. However the systematíc

errors associated with the entropy values obtained ín this work

were all larger tlran tj¡e value itself and so too much significance

should not be placed on the negative sign.
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C. Summary and Conclusions

A proton magnetic resonance study of the rate process

invofving the hindered rotation of the dichloromethyl group in

o.ro,r2r4r6-pentachlorotoluene was carried out using the complete

Iíne-shape metho<l.

Temperature studies in the range, -.4oo to 70oC were performed.

on the compound ín two solventsrtoluene-dt and methylcyclohexane.

The spectra at -49oc were analyaed using standard ABX procedures.

The unusually large five-bond stereospecífic coupling betvreen

the methíne proton and only one of the ring protons followed

t}re zíq-zag rule. The difference in the relative chemical

shift of the ring protons between the two solvents v¡as a result

of the a-romatic soltrent induced shift.

ftate constants were determined by matching tlre linewidtlts

at half-height of the resonance peaks of the experißental spectra

to those which were calculated as a function of lifetime by com-

puter. The procedure was complicated by the fact that an effective

relaxation tirne was difficult to determine and that the relative

chemical shift of the ring protons in the toluene-dt solution

varied with temperature. An effective relaxation time was finally

deduced from the linewidth of the inpurity peak due to hexachloro-

toluene, and the variation in shift v¡as accounted for by an extra-

polation from low temperatures.

The various activation parameters for the hindered rotation

were calculated from Arrhenius plots and from absolute reaction

rate ttreory. They are listed in Table XII. The values obtained
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for the toluene-dg and methylryclohexar.r solutions were in

reasonable agreement when the variation in chemícar shift was

taken into account. Both statÍsticar and systematic error

limits were estimated for t]¡ese parameters, and it was concluded

that all future rate studies should not be considered complete

witlrout some i¡'rdícation of the systematic errors involved.

Finally a mechanism was proposed for tt¡e rot,ation of

t].e dichloromethyl group. various pieces of evidence were put

for-ward to show tl¡at the ground sÈate conformation of the mol-e-

cule is that in which the methine proton lies in the plane of

the ring. The chrorine atoms are ecripsed in the transition

state" rt was concruded tl¡at the main contributions to the

3--â.--,-.:: !r-:--.9 -,f.^--: ^ L.í-J.-=*-¡ -¡J L.,J-^-^---L^-,J.:,.- 
^-Jç¡¡çr9y vq!lrçr wulu \ìLç&¿ù jri¡¡qÀqi¡üÊ üiìü ñi¡ciIOEi.;iì-.üO;ìCi¡ìE a;:G

that the negative entropy values were the result of the constrained

transition state"
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D. Suggestionq for Futurq_ Research

A temperature stud.y $ras r:ndertaken for pentachlorotoluene

in cs2, but since the stow exchange spectrum was an ABC system,

rates could not be determined with the present computer program.

An obvious extension of this work wourd be a rate study for this
solution using an ABC exchange program.

$lork needs to be done on various derÍvatives of pentachlo-

rotoruene. other halogens or nitro groups coutd be substituted

for one or more of the chlorines. Then the difference in acti-
vation parameters could be interpreted in terms of steric and

charge effects

Fína1ly the present study courd be repeated on a l0o MI{,

spectromei:er. Thj.s wouid aimost doubie ijre reiaÈive sirift of
the ring protons and thus provÍde a good check for the present

results.
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Density Matrix Equations

Complete derivatíons of the eguations shown here may be

found in refercnces (21-23)

The averaç¡e value of some observable e in state l,!) i=

given by

(q)=(+*lol,lo) (A-r)

t¡ I úf.> is expanded in terms of a complete set of ortho-

normal basís functions 0, as

lt,ì= l.oro, (A-2)

then equation (A-1) becomes.

(O)= I c* c /^ lol¿ \ rn-?r\"/ írj l(i ltjvitetl ''
The density matrix element Ojf t" defined by

oji = "Ïitn¡ (a-¿)

Therefore tlre average value of e may be,-written as

( q > *' rr (pe) = rr (eo ) . (a-s¡

where p and Q are the matrix representatives of their resp-

ective operators ín the basis þ."

The reration describing the time-dependence of the density

matrix operator ís

ap - i[p,#l (A-e]
dt-r* J

r*here 14 it the Hamiltonian^ for ttre system.

For a spin system at tt¡ermal equilibrium, an e>çlicit

expression for the operator p is
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_l€ /u,e
9=--

I e-Bilkr 
(A-7)

a

This equation holds when the 0. rs are ei-genfunctions ot lß
t

and the !l- ¡s are their corresponding eigenvalues.
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Matrices required for Exchanging 48 Line-shape gerivation

For a derivation of the equations contained here see

references (20 ,26).

The exchange term ís

/dp\
\ã-t/excrr-

/dp\
\E/t.ru* =

0

o31 ',2I

o
2L '31

0

The relaxation term

{oo - o)r, o,T4
rn-2

azd

t2

þzq
T,)

(oo - o)nn

ot¡ - 9lz

Þlt - 9zz

ô -O'23 '32
O -O'43 42

is

p
Lz

'L?

ho -o) r,
-11

azz
t2

9dz
t2

Pt¡

9zs o¡¿

P:¡ a zq

p
43

'tt
9zz

Þzz

p
42

az¿

-o '34

0

(A-8)

(a-c)

'r.-L
o'2L

\
Pgt
rTl'2
o'4L
t2

o'13
ñ-*2

o'23
-Ç

(oo - o) r,
tl

þ+z

Evaluation of the commutation rerationship in equation (2-L2')

requires a knowledge of the llamittonia¡r. Ttre form of this llamit-

tonian in a reference frame rotating at angular frequency ur about

tt¡e stationary field ii- ts

Jl --l¿" *ft' *fut

where fi,o = [tn",t-o1) - ,]r.z(r, * 
[rn"(l-or) -']r.ze)

fi, = q(t) .r(2)

J4t=vHrþ*tu+r*tz)]
and o, and o, are the shielding constants for the A and B nuclei

respectively, J is the coupling constant, and I(1) and I(2) are the
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spin angular momenturn operators for the nuclei.

Ttre four required matrix elements of tlre commutation rel-

ationship l, ,Íf . J47 are

lo,ft *fi;Jzt= (-^ -!ö +t¡ )0zr - Lrp3l

[0,* 
*fú ]rr = (-a +Lô +!r )p:r - \ror, 

(A_10)

t o ,fro *l4l n = (-^ +16 -àr ) P 4z * !rp43

[r ,i("' *ft] n, = (-^ -\ô -tr ) Þas * \rp42

where A = o - bfHo (2-o r-ør)

O = yHo @r-orl ! chemical shift difference between HO and

HB resonance peaks.

Using certain approximations (Lgr, the complete matrix for
f -tof. 1
Ir,'Ji" J,*

[: , , :l
L::::l
= ¡ *-Ei7kr

i

(A-1r)

where C - y2hHoH, and. N

2NKT
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